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DaiLY saiLinG Catamaran & YaCHt CrUisEs

morning cruise
Join us for a smooth half-day sail tour along the beautiful 
coastline of Santorini. Take beautiful photo shots of the 
unique rim of the caldera, see the changes of landscape: 
from timeless villages swinging at the edge of the cliff and 
onto wind formatted rocks of White Beach and volcanic 
born Red Beach. You will have an opportunity for a 
refreshing stop to swim and snorkel at the Red Beach and 
the picturesque beach of Mesa Pigadia. After that, immerse 
yourself in the rejuvenating waters of natural Hot Springs. 

And a final touch - a sumptuous BBQ on board with free 
flowing local wines – for a perfect gateway.

Program details:
•    Pick up from Oia and transfer to the port
•    Beverages on board (beer, wine, soft drinks) and BBQ 

(seafood, pasta, salads, pork/chicken) included
•    Snorkeling equipment and towels provided
•    Back to the port at around 14:30, transfer to hotel with a 

mini-van 



DaiLY saiLinG Catamaran & YaCHt CrUisEs
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sunset cruise
Santorini is renowned for its magnificent sunset and one 
of the best ways to enjoy it is on board of a catamaran 
while sailing the unique caldera of Santorini.
A comfortable sailing boat will stop at the famous Red 
Beach and at the beautiful bay of Mesa Pigadia, where 
you will be able to swim or snorkel in its fresh crystal clear 
waters. We will pass from the picturesque White Beach, 
visit the volcano that gave birth to this unique island, and 
bathe in healing waters of Hot Springs. 

While you will be enjoying the sea and the sun the 
crew will prepare a delicious BBQ for you consisting of 

various seafood, fresh salad, pasta and pork or chicken, 
accompanied by free flowing local wine, beer and soft 
drinks. And saving the best for last, you will have the 
opportunity to witness probably the best sunset in the 
world and take postcard like pictures your friends will be 
jealous of.

Program details:
•    Pick up from Oia and transfer to the port
•   Beverages on board (beer, wine, soft drinks) and BBQ  
   (seafood, pasta, salads, pork/chicken included
•   Snorkeling equipment and towels provided
•   Back to the port at around 19:30, transfer back to Oia

DaiLY saiLinG Catamaran & YaCHt CrUisEs

Lagoon 380 Lagoon 420 Lagoon 400

Lagoon 520 S/Y Captain Leo

S/Y Caldera S/Y Caldera II S/Y Happy Day

Pajot-Highland 35
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private cruise
Treat yourselves to a luxury experience like no other. Explore 
the unique caldera of Santorini at your own pace on board 
of either a catamaran sail boat or a luxurious motor yacht. 
Red Beach, White Beach, Hot Springs, Thirasia island, 
Indian Rock, Armeni Bay -are just a few popular or lesser 
seen places your captain will sail you to.
This cruise can be tailor-made to your preferences under 
the guidance of the experienced crew who knows all the 
secret paths and the hidden gems around the island so 
that you could ultimately enjoy your cruise. Swimming and 
snorkeling at your leisure in secluded bays with some of 
the most beautiful views of Santorini, the free flowing wine, 
beer and soft drinks as well as the delicious BBQ that the 
crew will prepare only for you - a perfect adventure for 
those who have the sea and sailing in their soul.

DaiLY saiLinG Catamaran & YaCHt CrUisEs
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Greece is one of the most beautiful and popular holiday 
destinations in the world. The vast history and archaeological 
sites around Greece, combined with the immense natural 
beauty and landscapes, make it a place where you can 
enjoy rewarding and interesting holidays all year round. 

The Greek islands are amongst the most popular holiday 
destinations in the world. Some of the most known are 
Santorini, Mykonos, Naxos and Ios, which all belong 
to the Cyclades island complex. Surrounded by crystal 
clear waters, each island has its own beauty and charm 
and together they are a small paradise in the heart of the 
Aegean Sea. 

The underwater world of Cyclades is unique and extremely 
popular for diving excursions and tours all year round. The 
island of Santorini in particular, is one of the most famous 
islands in Greece because of its geology and past history 
of volcanic activity. Images from the island can be found on 
postcards, posters and magazines all over the world. 

Santorini is an island that has a lot to offer to visitors and 
where you can enjoy one of the best sunsets in Greece. It 
is here in Santorini where you will find the “Aegean Divers” 
diving centre. Having had long experience in recreational 
diving at all levels of certified divers as well as in training, 
Aegean Divers welcome both amateur and professional 
divers and help them experience and enjoy some of the 
most beautiful and exciting diving destinations in Greece.

sCUba DivinG
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SANTORINI WINE ADVENTURE

Santorini Wine Adventure
Half-Day Wine Tour in Santorini
Taste the award-winning volcanic wines of Santorini as you 
move between the most distinctive wineries of the island 
on a half-day wine tour of the Santorini countryside.

Day Tour: 5 Hours, departs daily at 10.30 am
Price: €85.00 per person
Semi-Private Tour, up to 8 guests

Sunset Tour: 4,5 Hours, departs daily at 16:15 pm
Price: €95.00 per person
Semi-Private Tour, up to 8 guests

*Additional stop at the Yellow Donkey brewery, be 
introduced to the local beer.
Experience the world-famous sunset of Santorini during 
wine-tastings at a breathtaking winery on the caldera cliffs.

Wine and Food Lovers
Santorini Cooking Class & Wine-Tasting Tour 
Discover the crisp volcanic wine of Santorini and learn 
how to cook melt-in-the-mouth Santorini dishes on a 
6-hour cooking class and wine-tasting tour of the island’s 
countryside.

Day Tour: 6 Hours, departs daily at 10.30 am
Price: €150.00 per person
Semi-Private Tour, up to 8 guests

Trails of History and Wine
Ancient Akrotiri & Santorini Wineries Tour 
Explore the history and past of Santorini at the Greek marvel 
of Akrotiri and spend your afternoon sipping crisp volcanic 
wines at 3 traditional island wineries, dotted around the 
island.

Day Tour: 6 Hours, departs daily at 09.15 am
Price: €140.00 per person
Semi-Private Tour, up to 8 guests

Private Wine Tour
5-Hour Private Wine Tour in Santorini
Sip your way around the island on a private wine tour of the 
Santorini’s countryside, visiting 3 traditional wineries on a 
customized day with a private guide.

Day or Sunset: Daily at 10:00 am and 16:15 pm.
5-Hours approx.
Price: €500.00 per tour
Private Tour (kids are free)

Santorini Panorama
and Wine-Tasting
5-Hour Panoramic Sightseeing & Wine Tour
Take this panoramic 5-hour wine & sightseeing tour of 
Santorini and explore the island and from its charming 
countryside with the scenic villages to the world-famous 
breathtaking town of Oia.

Day or Sunset: Daily at 10:00 am and 16:15 pm.
5-Hours approx.
Price: €500.00 per tour
Private Tour (kids are free)

Santorini from Grape to Glass
5-Hour Connoisseur Wine Tasting Tour
Let an active Santorini winemaker take a day off from the 
island’s verdant vineyards and oak barrels to be your host 
on a 5-hour connoisseur wine tasting tour at the most 
distinctive estates of Santorini.

Departs Daily at 11:00 am, upon request & availability.
5-Hours approx.
Price: €700.00 per tour
Private Tour (up to 2 guests - extra adult €100 p.p, 
kids are free)
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Semi-private Signature Tours
 Santorini Wine Roads – €95 per person

• Pick up & return luxury transfer
•  Visit three family Estate wineries for a unique tasting of 

distinctive volcanic wines
•  Guidance and wine presentation by an experienced 

Sommelier
•  Wine tasting of award winning wines - fifteen different 

styles
•  Wine pairing with Cycladic cheese
•  Learn about the unique viticulture & the indigenous grape 

varietals
•  Scenic tour around the island of Santorini
•  Info booklet & Wine Certificate
•  Liability insurance & designated driver
•  Small group of up to ten persons

Daily 10:00 – 14:30 (Morning Tour) 
& 15:30 – 20:00 (Afternoon Tour)
April & October: morning tour only

 Greek Food & Wine Tasting – €145 per person

•  Pick up and return luxury transfer
•  Visit two family Estate wineries for a unique tasting of 

distinctive volcanic wines
•  Guidance by an experienced local guide
•  Learn about the unique viticulture & the indigenous grape 

varietals
•  Wine tasting of award winning wines - ten different styles
•  Enjoy a three course meal of a prix fixe “Greek Meze-

style” menu at a fine local restaurant
•  Liability insurance & designated driver
•  Small group of up to ten persons
Daily 15:30 – 20:30

 Cooking & Tasting Experience – €145 per person

•  Pick up & return luxury transfer
•  Visit a family Estate winery for a unique tasting of distinctive 

volcanic wines
•  Guidance by an experienced local guide
•  Learn about the unique viticulture & the indigenous grape 

varietals
•  Hands-on cooking lesson (traditional cuisine) at an open 

air restaurant

SANTORINI WINE TOURS
Santorini Wine Tour Co introduced the concept of wine tourism  
in the unique ancient wine region of Santorini. We offer a variety  

of wine & gastronomy tours on the island.
Our purpose is simply to give our guests a great wine tour experience! 

On our tours guests learn about the soil & microclimate, see the vines & cultivating techniques and 
get introduced to the unique grape varieties, as well as the modern vinification techniques. 

All of our itineraries are hand-picked by our own in-house team of wine experts. 
Our tours are inspired by our passion and knowledge of this amazing wine region, and are designed 

after continuous research and many years of great experience.
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•  Enjoy lunch after your cooking lesson paired with excellent 
wine

•  Info Booklet / Recipe Sheet
•  Liability insurance & designated driver
•  Small group of up to eight persons
Every Monday, Wednesday, Friday & Saturday 10:00 – 15:00
Available May 1st – September 30th

 Santorini Hidden Treats - €110 per person

•  Pick up and return transfer with an expert guide
•  Ouzo and Mastiha tasting at a family owned distillery
•  Visit to the oldest lighthouse in Greece, for a panoramic 

view of the volcanic caldera
•  Stroll on the world renown black sand beaches
•  Tasting of local cheese and olives
•  Visit the monastery of Profitis Ilias, perched at the highest 

peak of the island
•  Stroll around a ghost village, and enjoy a trip back in time
•  Sample five delicious volcanic wines, at a traditional family 

estate winery
•  Visit a family farm and learn about the rural heritage of 

Santorini, getting to know its unique local product
•  Liability insurance & designated driver
•  Small group of up to eight persons
Every Tuesday, Thursday & Sunday 10:00 – 15:00
Available May 1st – September 30th

private tours
All the above tours can be offered as private upon request! 
More to that, Santorini Wine Tour provides customized 
full- or half-day wine, food & island tours. We can organize 
custom tours with mini bus or coach, depending on the 
size of your group. We can arrange for a knowledgeable, 
experienced Sommelier or a tour guide to lead your party.
Our tours are all-inclusive: tour & tasting fees, tour guide, 
as well as lunch and dinner options. We design fully 
customized experiences so that you and your guests have 
a memorable, fun and educative day in the Wine Country 
of Santorini

other private signature 
tours suggestions
  Discover Santorini

•  Pick up & return luxury transfer
•  Guidance by an experienced local guide
•  Scenic tour around the countryside of Santorini
•  Visit Akrotiri prehistoric town & learn about the advanced 

ancient civilization by an expert in archaeology
•  Walk through the traditional villages and get to know the 

local culture
•  Walk through the marble streets of Oia for unique 

photographic moments
•  Walk on the black & red beaches
•  Visit a family owned wine estate for wine tasting & light meal
•  Liability insurance & designated driver

 Honeymoon Delight

•  Pick up & return luxury transfer
•  Visit two Family owned Wine Estates and taste their award 

winning wines
•  Guidance and wine presentation by an experienced 

Sommelier
•  Learn about the unique viticulture & the indigenous grape 

varietals
•  Vertical tasting of Vintage wines
•  Scenic tour around the island and the countryside of Santorini
•  Wine flight of three Greek appellation wines in a fine wine-

focused restaurant; wine pairing with a prix fixe menu 
degustation, overlooking the sunset.

•  Liability insurance & designated driver

Private tours rates available upon request/ The itineraries 
above can be customized to the exact guests’ preferences
Notes: Our rates include all tasting fees and applicable 
taxes. Guests are responsible to be present at the 
designated point on time for their pick-up.
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ExpEriEnCE santorini
WitH YoUr GrEEk FriEnD

Experiencing Santorini with your Greek friend will allow you to visit the most renowned sites as well 
as those places that only locals know. You travel at your own pace, with the advantage of being 

with someone who knows the island well and offers the communication bridge to help
you mingle with the locals. Spending part of your holiday with us, is experiencing the places you 

visit in their true essence, able to communicate and interact with the locals, through different 
neighborhoods and different trades enjoying the spirit and the warmth of the people and their culture.
Compose your own or choose from one of our enchanting interludes, carefully tailored to suit your 
taste. Infused with exquisite moments, and the simple elegance of the simple pleasures of life this 
majestic land has to offer. To mark a special occasion, during your holiday we can also organize 
your very own personalized moment of magic. Our Rent a Friend service is currently available in 

English, French Portuguese and Spanish as well as Greek.

a la carte
Santorini is an astonishing natural phenomenon; but 
its human history, archeology and past, are no less 
mesmerizing. For its small size, it has one of the richest 
and most varied archeological histories of any island. 
The volcanic nature of Santorini, even before the great 
eruption during the 2nd millennium BC, has always shaped 
its existence. Experiencing Santorini with a local friend 
can bring you the reassuring knowledge, confidence 
and essential insight, that will guide you on a memorable 
journey. Allowing you to relax and free your senses to truly 
enjoy each moment to the fullest.

You Can rent a Greek friend for 4, 6 and 8 hours

 4 Hours 6 Hours 8 Hours
 2 Guests 300 Euros  400 euros  500 euros
 4 Guests  500 euros  600 euros  700 euros

-  Price include all taxes and a Greek friend with a luxury all terrain 
car

-  Meals and other extras are not included on the a la carte formula
-  Private guided tour of the historical sites has an extra of 150 Euros

taylored experiences
Sights & Cooking
For those wishing to spend an unconventional day in 
Santorini we suggest a combination of sightseeing and the 
preparation and savoring of a traditional home cooked meal. 
Start your day by exploring the villages, the amazing views 
and the atypical beaches of the island and stop for a snack 
in one of the traditional places. Continue by exploring the 
the local wineries and then finish at a Greek mum’s house. 
Ask any Greek who is the best cook and they will all give 
you the same answer “my mum”. Greek mum’s cooking 
skills are legendary, we invite you to come and meet one, 
learn and help in the preparation of a traditional greek
meal and then sit down for a true Gastronomic experience.

Duration: 8 h
Available: Morning
Included: Luxury car, driver, host, wine tasting, 
cooking lesson, food and wine
Price: 2 guests - 950 euros
4 guests - 1100 euros
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Wine & Food
One of the treasures of the island is it’s wine industry and 
it’s local products. An industry that started in antiquity and 
that maintains it’s strong presence still today. Santorini is 
the home of some of the most ancient vines in the world, 
due to the nature of it’s soil it is phylloxera free and has it’s 
own native varieties. It is especially known for its incredible 
dry whites and the delicious Vinsanto. Visit 3 of the island’s 
wineries for a odyssey in taste and history of wine making, 
with a quick stop at in the fields to observe the original 
ways vines are grown. Finish with a visit to one of the local 
restaurants for a true gastronomy experience. 

Duration: 6 h
Available morning and afternoon
Included: Luxury car, driver, host
and wine tastings
Price: 2 guests - 500 euros
4 guests - 700 euros

Tastes and Flavors with the locals
One of the treasures of the island is it’s wine industry and 
it’s local products. An industry that started in antiquity and 
that maintains it’s strong presence still today. Santorini is 
the home of some of the most ancient vines in the world, 
due to the nature of it’s soil it is phylloxera free and has it’s 
own native varieties. It is especially known for its incredible 
dry whites and the delicious Vinsanto. Visit 3 of the island’s 
wineries for a odyssey in taste and history of winemaking, 
with a quick stop at in the fields to observe the original 
ways vines are grown and finish with a visit to one of the 
local tavernas for a taste of the delicious flavors that make 
this place so unique.

Duration: 6 h
Available morning and afternoon
Included: Luxury car, driver, host, wine 
and local products tasting and lunch/dinner
Price: 2 guests - 700 euros
4 guests - 1000 euros

Cooking lesson with a Greek mum
You will join a Greek Mum in her kitchen where together 
you will prepare the meal that will be served and enjoyed 
family style, in the warmth of her home. With her you will 
learn the secrets to cooking a series of traditional Greek 
dishes, where you will be able to take notes of the recipes 
step by step, while also being involved hands on, in the 
whole preparation process, learning as you go.
Greek Mums are famous for their culinary skills, as well as 
their pride to offer their delicious dishes to those invited to 
share a meal at their table. An honor reserved to those few, 
who are lucky to be embraced by their contagious joy for 
cooking. Once prepared, you will be invited to the family 
table as friends and together savor the palates and scents of a 
home cooked meal over a bottle of local wine. A true gastronomic 
experience prepared and served in true Greek style.
Below, you will find some of the proposed menus, with 
a selection of traditional dishes. Choose the one that 
best reflects your dietary habits. Some alterations to the 
proposed selections can be arranged for a personalized 
menu, within the choices available below. However, there 
are some elements which can not be combined in one 
menu and cooking session, due to time restraints for the 
preparations.
Your Greek Friend will be with you throughout to ensure 
that none of the flavors get lost in translation.

• Chicken Menu
• Meat Menu
• Minced Meat Menu
• Vegetarian Menu
• Fish Menu
• Pita Menu

Duration: 4.5 h
Available morning and afternoon
Included: Vip transfer, host, cooking lesson, 
food and wine
Price: 2 guests - 600 euros
4 guests - 850 euros
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santorini WaLkinG toUrs
Guided tours crafted for travelers who love exploring, enjoy walking, and adore experiencing the

local way. Visit the secret spots of Santorini away from the hustle and bustle, walking through
ancient paths and picturesque cobblestone alleys. Marvel at the famous caldera, explore

whitewashed villages forgotten by time, and take in the amazing scenery in a responsible and  
ecofriendly way. Join us, and get ready for an experience of outstanding and natural beauty!

the Caldera Hike
Enjoy a guided walking tour on Santorini’s most impressive 
path, right on the rim of the famous volcanic caldera. Follow 
the footsteps of ancient merchants, farmers and sailors, 
and experience a once in a lifetime adventure at the edge 
of the super volcano that inspired the myth of Atlantis.

Tour Ηighlights
•  Explore gorgeous scenery and island treasures
•  Discover blue-domed churches, and learn about local 

customs and myths
•  Stroll through cobblestone paths, marvel at vineyards and 

discover timeless terraced gardens
•  Walk through quaint villages where minimalist villas cling 

to the sheer cliffs
•  Capture postcard perfect panoramas
•  Guidance through the settlements of Fira, Firostefani, 

Imerovigli and Finikia (Oia)

 Duration: approximately 4 ½ hours 
 Length: approximately 9 klm
 Level of difficulty: Easy
 Cost: 65 Euros per person including taxes

santorini Wanderlust
Experience the absolute splendor of Santorini and 
stroll through fields, and villages wrecked by a massive 
earthquake. Walk by beautiful mansions, derelict rural 
houses and abandoned neighborhoods, and listen to 
stories that will bring them back to life.

Tour Ηighlights
•  Embark on a scenic tour of the countryside
•  Explore scenic traditional settlements
•  Stroll cobblestone paths, climb on ancient old steps and 

experience the rural life
•  Learn about the history of amazing villages, forgotten by time
•  Capture unique photographic moments of picturesque 

ruins and awe-inspiring views
•  Guidance through the settlements of Mesa Gonia, Exo 

Gonia, Pyrgos, and Emborio

 Duration: approximately 4 hours 
 Length: approximately 7,5 klm
 Level of difficulty: Easy
 Cost: 65 Euros per person including taxes
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southern Exposure
Enjoy a walking tour on the rocky, colorful coastline of 
Southern Santorini. See one of the oldest stone built 
lighthouses of Greece, learn about the rural life, admire 
breathtaking views of the volcano and visit famous beaches.

Tour Ηighlights
•  Enjoy incredible views of the caldera and impressive land 

formations
•  Visit quaint white washed churches and deserted beaches
•  Learn about vine, local split pea (fava) and cherry tomato 

cultivation techniques
•  Admire breathtaking colorful cliffs plunging into the sea
•  Take a swim in the crystal clear Aegean Sea
•  Visit Akrotiri Village, the Red Beach, the White Beach and 

the Lighthouse

 Duration: approximately 4 1/2 hours 
 Length: approximately 9 klm / Level of difficulty: Moderate
 Cost: 70 Euros per person including taxes

ancient thira trails
Join us for a walking tour on a scenic path connecting 
Kamari and Perissa, two the most famous black beaches 
of Santorini. Discover whitewashed churches tucked away 
in the rocks, and visit the ruins of an ancient city perched at 
the top of a rocky plateau.

Tour Ηighlights
•  Embrace a landscape and panoramic views of outstanding 

natural beauty
•  Drop by charming white washed churches & visit the only 

fresh water spring of Santorini
•  Explore the ruins of Ancient Thira (tickets included-

licensed guide available upon request)
•  Discover ancient engravings on the sheer cliffs
•  Take a swim in the crystal clear Aegean Sea
•  See Kamari and explore the black sandy beach of Perissa

 Duration: approximately 4 hours 
 Length: approximately 6 klm / Level of difficulty: Easy
 Cost: 65 Euros per person including taxes

our tours include
• Complimentary round trip transfers 

• English speaking experienced local guide 
• Light picnic with traditional delicacies, or food tasting at a scenic café/restaurant 

• maximum 9 persons – all of our tours can be customized, or conducted as private
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HELiCoptEr FLiGHt to mYkonos, 
GrEEk isLanD or atHEns intErnaL

Take an impressive Helicopter trip above the Aegean to the most renowned Greek locations  
such as Mykonos, Santorini, Athens and other Greek islands.

indicative 
available Destinations
• Mykonos: Visit the island’s exotic beaches, Little Venice 
and the wind-mills.

• Crete: Visit the town of Heraklion, Elounda village and the 
Knossos Palaces.

• Athens: See the most famous Greek monuments such 
as the Acropolis and Parthenon from above and fly over 
the mythical temple of Zeus in Sounion, overlooking the 
Aegean.

• Folegandros: Explore the most charming town of the 
Aegean and swim at its crystal blue beaches.

• Rhodes: Discover the medieval town of Rhodes,  
the sandy gold beaches, the coastal village of Lindos  
and the valley of butterflies. 

Available all year round, rates available upon request. 
Optionally a land tour with a private car and local guide can 
be arranged upon request at the location of your choice.

 Price Departs Daily

 Upon Request To Mykonos

  To Greek Islands
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santorini pHoto saFari
Discover the island through  photographers’ eyes  

and capture memories for a lifetime

This semi private photo tour provides visitors with the rare
opportunity to enjoy the best sights the island of Santorini 
has to offer!

Beginning your island holiday with Santorini Photo Safari is 
a wonderful way to take a drive & walking tour of the island 
from the one end to the other, see places that you would 
miss otherwise and take home skills and memories for a 
lifetime.

the tour
We’ll show you the best vantage points to photograph 
these landmarks as you hone your photography skills and 
of course we’ll help you to take the best photos of you and 
yours. 
All of our photo safaris are kept small (up to 6 persons) to 
insure that everyone has a chance to get their questions 
answered.
The tour is always during the afternoon hours until the 
sunset and covers the entire island from Oia to Akrotiri 
Emporio and Pyrgos. Non-photographers are welcome.

All safaris are hands on photo shooting tours.
 
Cost for participation per person 90.00 €
Free pick up and return service
Max. Number of participants 6 persons

  Private photo tour cost: 480 € for 2 persons.

private photo shooting 
for couples 
Ideal for Honeymooners
A professional photographer will take the best photos of 
you on different island locations, during a private photo 
shooting session.

You’ll have the chance to take home with you, 
a complete photo gallery from your visit to Santorini. 

  Cost per hour 170 € - Minimum service 2 hours
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ROMANTIC HOTELS
2016 2016 2016

LYCABETTuS RESTAuRANT








